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Be taken away to a calm, underwater world full of beautiful mermaids and mermen as you color in

these stunningly detailed illustrations.Ã‚Â Selina&apos;s second collection of mermaid images

contains more adult, romantic, darker, and pin-up style mermaids.Ã‚Â This coloring book features

25 detailed mermaid designs by Selina Fenech, ready to be brought to life with color!Ã‚Â BONUS

This book includes TWO full sets of the 25 artworks, for a total of 50 pages to color in.Ã‚Â Page

size is 8.5x11inches, letter size.Images on one side only for easy removal and display.Ã‚Â These

intricate designs are suitable for adults and experienced colorists.Ã‚Â Some artworks contain

artistic/concealed nudity.
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"The fairytale theme is prevalent throughout all of her work, and is nothing short of stunningly

beautiful."Ã‚Â Colour with Claire"Selina Fenech&apos;s wonderful art is one to collect and color

seriously."Ã‚Â  Reviewer"Selina Fenech is an incredibly talented artist. Having a coloring book full

of her images is such a delight."Ã‚Â  Reviewer"Beautiful illustrations and so many of them all

detailed so passionately."Ã‚Â  Reviewer

As an artist, color is a thing of magic in my life. Color creates shapes, forms, and feelings in the

artworks I paint. Laying color onto a blank page is when I feel closest to true magic, when I feel



happiest and most relaxed, and it&apos;s through what I create that I share my love of magic with

the world.Through my coloring books I want to share that same magic with you.The artworks in my

books are based on my completed paintings, which I have painted over the last ten years as a

professional artist. I have created the coloring designs to be intricate and detailed but still fun and

accessible. There is something for lovers of meditative detail while simple enough to not be

overwhelming for younger colorists.When designing my books I decided to print them with two

copies of each design, because I know as an artist there are always so many possibilities! I wanted

to give everybody the chance of a do-over with every design. Try a different medium, or a different

colour scheme. Or a chance to share the magic with a friend, child, parent, sibbling. Because

sharing your creativity and joy of color is the best magic of all.

ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“Mythical MermaidsÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• the latest fantasy coloring book by Selina

Fenech. She is one of my favorite fantasy designers and this is my first book by her that is devoted

to mermaids (though she does have an earlier coloring book with a similar subject.) The designs are

of primarily mermaids though there are some mermen and a man or two who has been saved from

a watery grave by a beautiful mermaid. Some of the designs include more than one mermaid but

most of them focus on a single beautiful female.Once again with Ms. Fenech's books, I'm really

happy that the book contains two of each design because it gives me the opportunity to explore

each in different colorways. I generally go towards light and clean looking lines in my coloring but

having a second copy of each design gives me an opportunity to try different techniques and darker

colors and heavier shading.The mermaids are all gorgeous, of course. There is a hint of nudity but

all of the female parts are well covered by hair and whatnot. The mermen are without shirts but that

doesn't really matter in any case. There are no children in this book and most of the poses are

highly romanticized while stressing the female form of the subject.For my first two projects, I chose

to use alcohol-based markers. I have been using pencils to shade but for these two, I tried using my

markers for shading as well.I will provide a more detailed description of the physical book below but

here is a quick overview of what I found:25 x 2 Mermaid Fantasy DesignsPrinted on one side of

pagePaper is white, thin, slightly rough (tooth) and non-perforatedDesigns do not merge into the

binding and there is plenty of room to remove pages if you wish to do so.Glue BindingAlcohol and

water-based markers bleed through the paper (though water-based is more spotty compared to

alcohol-based)India ink pens and gel pens leave shadows on color on back of the page. Gel pens

left dents on the back of the page.Coloring Pencils work well with this paper. I was able to put down

good color, layer, and blend well with both wax and oil based pencils. Hard lead left dents on the



back of the page.I recommend a blotter page below your working page to keep ink and dents from

marring the page below.The artist has placed a ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“frameÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• around the

majority of the designs in this coloring book. There are three that do not have the lines but for the

most part have finished elements on the outer edges of the design. I really appreciate when an artist

includes this thoughtful touch. It makes it easier for me to complete the project with a finished look

and saves me time, trouble, and especially ink.

Got this and another for friend's daughter for birthday gifts. She loves mermaids so this will be

perfect. Has repeat designs but that's ok because she can share them with co-workers or friends or

try out different color schemes. Nice drawings but not too busy so they're great for killing an hour or

two

beautiful artwork! I'm a huge fan of coloring people ect as an adult its hard to find coloring books

that are not flowers and abstract swirls ect. I have already bought 2 more books from selina fenech

and i cant wait to color in them too!

Such beautiful drawings. I loved the coloring book and I am having a blast with it. I just came a fan

of yours Selina! I plan on getting some more of your color books. Can you do enchanted unicorns,

horses, and some magical with wings too?

I really have enjoyed this book. The pictures and nice to look at and easily colored. I have spent

hours relaxing and enjoying this book. The thing I dont like about it, is that the pictures are doubled.

I would have preferred different pictures to color throughout the whole book.

I purchased this coloring book a couple months back and it's almost filled. Having as many coloring

books as I do and have been coloring for several years now, this is the only one that I have enjoyed

so much that I'm planning on purchasing the rest of her books. Beautiful pictures to color providing

hours of enjoyment.

Selina is seriously my favorite artist when it comes to coloring books. Just amazing! It's so hard to

choose which page to start on and I'm so glad there are two pages for each! I liked how in this book

she has named a lot of the pictures, I know she bases most (if not all) on finished art that she does.

I haven't tried a greyscale book of hers (or anyone's) yet but I hope my shading is decent enough - I



do try a little. I just love these mermaids!!!! Wonderful :) (attached is a picture I started tonight after

days of not being able to decide on a page and giving up instead of just picking one)

Selina Fenech is my faverate coloring book artist. This book includes doubles of all the art which I

really love.
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